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Explanation: In these
conversations somebody’s being
really good or working hard at
something. Therefore, as you can
guess, the waving smiley in this
situation. SMS Texting Dictionary:
Text abbreviations, acronyms,
texting symbols, emojis and
emoticons. If you are into textual
intercourse or social media you will
need a . it's easy anonymous, just
save the picture by right clicking
the keyboard or mouse and
opening the file if you need it for a
project. B4: before: B4N: bye for
now: BAC: back at computer:
BAG: busting a gut: BAK: back at
the keyboard: BBIAB: be back in
a bit: BBL: be back later:
BBLBNTSBO be back.
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In addition to abbreviations and acronyms, you will commonly see people use a smiley. This indicates that what the person is saying should not be taken as.
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